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Cryogenic microwave measurements

The measurement setup: (1) The DUT (2) RFIC switch evaluation board (3) Port 
1 cable (4) Port 2 cable.
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Saving cooling cycles while obtaining a full 
device characteristics without need for 
reaching a steady-state temperature
To test a device at 4K it has to be closed in a steel vessel, the air has to be 
pumped out and it has to be cooled down which can take hours.

The setup is not accessible. 

But to perform a full calibration for VNA microwave measurements, many 
standards have to be measured. To characterize only the Transfer 
Function, at least one more cooling cycle is required.

An alternative option is to use a switch inside the cryostat:
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Full calibration with 6 instead of 7 
known reference elements to give 
more setup freedom
In principle a full 2-port calibration requires 7 
standards to be measured, usually Open, Short, 
Match for each port and a Through between the two 
ports. [1]

Skipping the through standard would be very 
beneficial because:
1) with SP4T switches there is one channel too little 
to use 7 standards
2) using a switch with more channels compromises 
isolation
3) particularly Through constraints mechanically the 
setup

[2] suggested a 6-term calibration without the 
Through standards, but it seems in the test to be 
numerically unstable.

An alternative method was developed in-house that 
doesn‘t seem to suffer from this problem.
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[2] Andrea Ferrero and Umberto Pisani. “Two-Port Network Analyzer Calibration Using an Unknown “Thru””. In: IEEE Microwave and Guided Wave Letters 2.12 
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The idea is to construct a „zero-length Through“ from 
Open, Short, Match data of both ports.
And the math turns out to be very simple:

Then, such „Through“ is used in calibration.
The room temperature tests with switches in place showed 
a good result, as seen on the left. Both calculations used 
the same data.

The method evaluation in cryogenics

|S21| could be compared with data obtained using de-embedding and 
it shows a good agreement, particularly when the |S21| is large itself.
When the signal itself is small, the error is large – expected as Signal 
to Noise Ratio (SNR) decreases. 

There is no full 2-port data to compare with, so the calibration results 
are compared with room-temperature measurement. A slight 
frequency shift and reduced losses (as expected) are observed. 

A few commercially available IC were tested and one showed to perform well 
down to 4K. Using a 50€ readily available solution is a great cost saver as 
compared to developing an own IC. 

Pushing further this approach could:
1) speed-up full characterization of devices in cryogenic and potentially save 
cooling cycles 
2) ease setups and speed-up observation of transition phenomena, like 
superconductivity
3) allow easier testing of many devices during a single cooling cycle

A bad chip, very little power 
transfer at low temperature

A good  chip, stable operation 
across the entire temperature range
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A solution without switch where each standards 
needs a seperate connection – that has to be as 
similar to the DUT connections as possible (source 
of uncertainity).

A solution with a switch, where the source of 
uncertainity is variation between the channels of 
the switch.

The setup as on the photograph was cooled down and 
measured. There are a few problems with the current setup, 
nonetheless the results seem to be promising. 

What could be done further:
1) Try to find switches that have their ports better matched
2) Develop cryogenic calibration standards
3) Try to use measured in room-temperature characteristics of 
the switch to account for variation in channel characteristics

The phase after compensating additional SMA adapters shows as well 
a good agreement between the two measurement methods. The 
problems seem to arise really when the transmission is low.

It can be observed that the Transmission Zeros are where the error is 
the largest and jumps in phase are observed. 
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